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The Articulation of a Telephone Circuit. 
THE best method of testing telephone circuits and 

apparatus is a problem to which a great deal of 
attention has been devoted of recent years. Speech 
is carried over a telephone circuit by means of certain 
frequency components produced by the voice of the 
speaker at the sending end and received by the listener 
at the receiving end. If the components arriving at 
the listener's ear are exactly the same as when they 
left the speaker's mouth, the circuit would have a 
hundred per cent efficiency. There are two principal 
reasons, however, why the components arriving at the 
listener's ear are not the same as those leaving the 
speaker's mouth. In passing along the circuit the 
amplitude of the waves is attenuated ; they thus be
come weaker. The amount of the attenuation also 
varies with the frequency, and hence the waves be
come distorted. Again, components which were not 
originally present are produced in the circuit. These 
are due either to noise or to the overloading of some 
part of the circuit. Their effect is to raise the threshold 
values at which the ear can hear different notes. In 
Electrical Communication for January, J. Collard gives 
a method by means of which the effect of given noises 
on the ' articulation ' of a telephone circuit. can be 
computed much more quickly than by the ordinary 
methods. 

In the usual method of testing, a series of syllables 
chosen at random are spoken into the telephone, the 
listener writing down what he imagines he hears. 
The ratio of the number of syllables correctly received 
to the total number of syllables sent gives an indica
tion of the quality of the circuit. Unfortunately, the 
value thus obtained depends not only on attenuation 

and distortion, which are produced by the circuit, but 
also on faulty pronunciation by the speaker and faulty 
hearing by the listener. The value, therefore, varies 
with the speakers and the listeners; a great mn:iJ.ber 
of tests have to be taken before we can tell what is 
the approximate mean value. 

The author gives empirical formulre by means of 
which the ideal sound articulation can be approxi
mately computed. It is not affected by careless pro
nunciation by the speaker or inattentive hearing by 
the listener. Once a circuit has been set up, articula
tion tests can be made on it and the value of the 
articulation obtained, but there are many cases in 
which it is desired to know before installing a given 
circuit or before inserting a given piece of apparatus 
in the circuit what the articulation will be, and this 
can be found in a few minutes by the author's method. 

It has been calculated that to obtain a value of the 
articulation with a probable error of one per cent, it is 
necessary to speak 5000 syllables into the circuit. 
If there are ten pieces of apparatus to be tested, this 
would mean that 50,000 syllables would have to be 
called. The usual rate of calling is 20 per minute. 
Taking into account also the time required for cali
brating the experimenters, the total time will be about 
50 hours.. The saving effected, therefore, by using 
the new empirical formulre is a substantial one. In a 
previous paper published in Electrical Communication 
for January of last year, the author showed that 
articulation has much the same value whether English, 
French, Cerman, or Italian be used. It appears, there
fore, that his method is applicable to other languages 
with little, if any, modification. 

Whaling and Fishing in the North Atlantic. 1 

IN the autumn of 1923 the Norwegian Government 
appointed a whaling committee, under the chair

manship of Dr Johan Hjort, to carry out a scientific 
study of whaling and of the various factors in the sea 
which govern the life and migrations of whales. This 
committee at once approached the British Discovery 
Committee with a proposal that the two bodies should 
co-operate in this work. As a result of the negotia
tions which followed, it was agreed that, at any rate 
to begin with, the best arrangement would be for the 
Discovery to operate on the Antarctic whaling grounds, 
especially those worked from the Falkland Islands 
Dependencies, while the Norwegian investigators con
centrated upon work in the North Atlantic. 

In accordance with this agreement, a number of 
investigations have been carried out in northern 
during the years 1924-1928 under the administrative 
direction of the Norwegian whaling committee, the 
results of which have now been published in a very 
full report of some 550 pages. This report, although 
entitled "Whales and Plankton in the North Atlan
tic", deals not only with the occurrence and distri
bution of whales and their food but also with the 
occurrence and habits of the various species of fish 
of economic importance. 

The two great sea areas lying west of Greenland 
(Davis Strait) and to the eastward of it (Norwegian 
Sea) have been studied in detail. Refertmce is made 
at the outset to two cruises made by Jensen during 
the summers of 1908 and 1909 in the brig Tjalfe, when 
that indefatigable investigator prospected for fish 
along the entire western seaboard of Greenland, 

1 Whales and Plankton in the North Atlantic (a contribution to the 
work of the Whaling Committee and of the North-Eastern Area Com
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Mer. Rapports et Proces-Verbaux des Reunions, Volume 56. Pp. 
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including fjords, inshore waters, banks, and deep sea 
-a vast tract extending from 60° N. to 71 o N. Along 
this enormous distance the distribution and biology of 
all the more important edible fishes were investigated, 
and the fact established that the very limited fishery of 
this region is due not to the absence of marketable fish 
but to the primitive equipment of its fishermen and 
their difficulty in disposing of their catch. There is an 
abundance of good fish, including common cod, fjord 
cod, halibut, Greenland or black halibut, the long 
rough dab, and two species of catfish. 

During the years 1924-28 fishing expeditions to 
Davis Strait, financed by Messrs. I. 0. and 0. S. 
Hellyer of Hull and led by Mr. Engvald Baldersheim 
of Bergen, have proved extraordinarily successful, and 
form striking examples of what can be done to solve 
the difficult problems of organisation involved in 
fishing in very distant seas. To this region Hjort 
proceeded in the research vessel Michael 8ars in 1924 
and there carried out exhaustive fishing and hydro
graphical investigations. 

The course of modern whaling is traced from the 
time of its initiation by Svend Foyn in Finland about 
the year 1870 until the present day, when its opera
tions extend to almost all the waters of the globe. 
In a section written by Andr. Ingebrigtsen, himself a 
practical whaler of more than thirty years' experi
ence, it is shown that with few exceptions the com
mercial pursuit, of the whale sooner or later reduced 
the stock so greatly that whaling had to be abandoned 
either temporarily or permanently as unremunera
tive. Convincing details of the growth and decline 
of many whale fisheries are given. From about the 
year 1880 onwards, a number of whaling stations 
were established along the coast of Finrnark and the 
number of boats rapidly increased from four in 1880 
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